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The purpose of Ellis volume is eo provide a summary of the project fot use

0

by practitioners.- A more detailed description of the prqject methods and

results is Presented in Volume.
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CHAPTER 1

LITERATURE REVIEW

a

The material in thri chapter has.been published as the following article:

Mayer, R. E. Contributions of cognitive science and telated researchbn

learning to the design'of computeiteracy curricula. -In R. J.

Seidel; R. E. Anderson,.& B. Huntei (Eds., Computer Literacy:
4' 7

-

Issues and Directions for 1985. New York: Academic Press, 1982,

129-161.

; This report was also.published as a technical report:

Mayer, R. E. Contributions of cognitive science and related research on

learning to the design of compuer literacy curricula. .Technical

Report No. 81-1. Santa paAoara: University ol Gaiifornia, 1981,
4
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a

.The goal of.this paper is.to examine techniques for increasing the

novicA understanding- of ,computers and computer_programming. In particuVar,

tfift paper examines the potential usefulness of five recommendations.concern-

ing the design of Computer literacy curricula, as ViSted below.
t?

.

(1) Provide.the learner with a concrete model of the computer.

(29 Encourage the learner to actively restate the new technical

.n ierformation in his or herown words. 0
V.

(3) As.sess the ledYner's existing-intuition§ about computer operation

/and try to build on them, or modify them., as needed.

(4) Provide the learner with methods foJL chunking statemnts into a ,

larger, single, meaningful unit.
. 0

.

. 1

,

.

(5) Provide the learner with methods for analyzing statements into
..,.k,

.- .

smaller, meaningful parts.

For each recommendation, this paper wil) provide a clear statement of the.

issue, an example, relevant background, and a brief TevieW of relevant.

0 .

research litertture.
,

As can be seen, each recommendationfris concerned with increasing the

meaningfulness of learning new computer information bOovices. For pur-
. .

0 ......0

poses of the present paper, meaningful Vearning Is viewed as a process in
'-

which the
0
learner connects new materidl with knowledge that already exists

in memory (Bransford,,1979). Figure 1 provid,es,a general framework for
0

discussing the conditions af meaningful learning (see Mayer,. 1975, 1979a).

*The figure shows.that information enters the human cognitive system from

the outside (e.g., through text or lectures, etc.), and must go through the,
.....

following steps: (1) Reception. Utst, the learner must pay attention to-

the incoming information so that it reaches working memory, as indicated

by arrow a. (2) Availability.' Second, the qearter must possess appropriate
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prerequisite concepts in long term memory to use in, assimilating the new

information, as indicated by point b. .(3) Activation. Finally, the

learner must actively use this prerequisi.te knowledge during learning so

t'hat the new material may-be connected with it, aS indicated by arrow c

from long term memory to working memory. Thus, in the course of meaningful

learning, the learnee must come into contact with the new material (by

bringing it into working memoriti, then must search 191A term memory for

what Ausubel (1968) calls "appropriate anchoring ideas", and then must

transfer those ideas to worktng memory so they Can be combined with the new

information in working memory. Each recommendation is aimed at insuring

one or more cf these conditibns Is met.

The traditional way,9f evaluating meaningful learning is"tó test

whether learners can transfer what they have.learned to new situations. For
.%

example, Wethetmer (1559) taught students how to find.the area of a pa?allel-
.

ogram usingta rote Method (i.e., memoriaing a formula) or a meaningful method

(i.e., invo)ving the structure of the figure): Although both gOroups performed

equally well on problems like those.oiven during intruction, Werth ime

claimed that the meaningful learners were able to solve unusual problems

requiring creative transfr. Thus, this paper will focus on transfer as.a

measure of meaningful learning of computer programming.

.

1. "USE CONCRETE MODELS

Statement of the Problem

'Novices tend to lack domatn specific knowledge (Greeno, 1980; Simon,

1980; Spi1ich, Vesonder, Chiesi & Voss, 1979). Thus, one technique for

improvtng the novice's understanding of new technical information is to.'"

provide them with a domain-specific framework that can be used for assimi-
0

lating new information,-i.e. by allowing for "ayailability" as indiCated
,
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by point b in Figure 1. The present section focuses on the effects of con-
.

I .

crete models.on people4!s un4 derstanding of:computers .and cdmputer Programming.

Example

For example, in our own work on teaching a simple BASIC-like language
4

to novices, we presented a model of the computer such as shown in Figure

Z. Thejmodel provides concrete'analogies for four functional units of the

computer: (1) input is represented as a ticket window in which data is

1ina up waiting to be processed and is placed in the finished pile after

being processed, (2) output is representedfas a message note'pad with one

message written per line, (3) memory is represented as an erasable scoreboarli

in which there is 6atural destructive read-in but non-destructive read-out,

and 01 executive control is -represented as a recipe or shopping list with

a pointer á'rrow to indicate theline being processed. ,This model may be

preented to the learner either as a diAgram, or as an a6tual board contain-
4 /

ing these useable parts. -

'Background .

There is ample evidence tha't concrete models are widely used in mathe-

matics instruction. For example, early work by Brownelt 6, Moser (194;)

indicated that children wh6 learned subtraction algorithms with the aid of

"bundles :of sticks" were better able totransfer to new problems than

children who were given the rules for subtraction.in.abstract form with'

plenty of "hands on" expeilence in executing the Orocedures. More

recently; the impOrtant role of "manipulatives" such as coins, sticks,

blocks, etc., has been documented by Weaver & Suydam (1922) and by Resnibk

& Ford (1980),

There is also some evidence that concrete models may enhance cbmpre-

hension of text... For example, students' recall of an ambiguous passage

was enhanced when a title or diagravor introductory sentence was given
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prior to reading but not when given after reading (Bransford & Johnson;

1972; Dooling & Lachman, 1971; Dooling & Mullet, 1973). Similarly, Ausubel

(1963, 1960, 1968) has provided some evidence that expository learning may

be enhanced by using an,"advance organizei--a short, expoSitory intrOduc-
1

tionpresented prior to the text, containing no .specific content from the

l'ext and providing a_general framework for ,subsuming the informarion in

the 'text. More recent revi'ews of the'advande organtzei: 1 iteratuce reveal

that-advance organizersrtend to have thetr strongest effects in situations

where learners-are unlikely to already possess Useful prerequisite concepts--

namely, for technical or unfamiliar material, for low ability subjects,

and when'the test involves transfer to new situations (Mayer) 1979a 1979b).

6.,

Royer and his coMeagues (JRoyer & Cablet 1975, 1976) have demonscrated

that concrete models may serve as effective advance organizers in learning

neW,Scientific information. For example, the concrete analogy/ Of electrical

conduction as a chain of falling domUnoes, ;nfluenced subseg*Nlearning.

Similarly, White & Mayer 09801 analyzed the concrete moders used by

physics textbooks. For example, Ohm's Law is described th.terms of water

flowing.in pipes, a boy pushing a heavy load up an indltned street, cr

electron flow in a circuit. Recent results by Cook & Aayer (1980) show

-

that when concrete analogies are embedded in a tedhnical text, novices tend

perform best on recalling these familiar models and tend to recognize

the information related to the models.

DuBoulay and his' colleagues (DuBoulay & Oqhea, 1976; DuBoulay, O'Shea

& Monk, 1980) have disfinguished betweeh two approaches.to learning compUter

A

programming, In the black box approach, the,operations of the computer are

--hidden to the learner so.that the learner has no idea of what gbes on inside

the computer. In the glass box approacI, the user is able to understand

4
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the changes that occur inside the computer foi- each statement. Although the

description need not, indeed should not,- be on a machine language

DuBoulay et. al. (1980) suggest ttio properties for making tdhe hidden oper.-

ations of a comPuter language more clear to the novice: simplicity--there

should.be a "small number.of parts that interact in ways that can be

easily understood", and 'Visibilitynovices should be able to "view

selected parts and processes of thts notational machine in action".

DuBoulay ett al. have implemented these suggestions in an instructional

course in LOGO, since each statement is related to &concrete model called

"the LOGO machine". -however, there is yet no empirical test concerning the-

effect's of the LOGO machine on learning.

Research of Concrete ModelS

Transfer. In order to provrde some information concerning the role of

models on le arning computer programming, a series of studTes was conducted

(Mayer, 1975). In the studies, subjects were either given a concrete model

of the domputsr.(such as shown in Figure I) or not;'then, all subject s read

a i0-ppge manual descr,ibing seven BASIC-like statements (see Table 1).

Following reading, subjects took a test that consisted of stx types of

problems (as shown in Table 21. For generate problems, the subject had to

write a program; for interpret problems, the subject had to describe,what

the program would 'do.

toThe proportion correct response by type of problem is given in the top

of Table 3. As can be seen, the control 'Oropu performs'well.on problems

that are very much'rike the material in the i nstructional text, e.g% ,

generate-statement and generate-nonloop. hOwever, on problems that require

moderate amounts of transfere.g., generate-loop and the shorter interp

40'problems; the model group.eXcelt. This difference in the pattern of

xt.
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performance suggests that models enhance transfer performance but not
0

- gimple retention of Presented material. Apparently, the.model provided an

assimilative context in which novices could relate new technical informa-

'.tioWin the'booklet to a faMillar anarogy. This assimilative process

resulted In a broader learning outcome that supported moderatetransfer.

Locus of the effect. One-problem with the above study is that the ,

model subjects receiVed more informitiOn than controls. Therefore,

another series of studies was conducted (Mayer, 1976a) in which all sub-

jects read the same BASIC-like manual, but somesubjects were gjven a
,

concrete model of the computer before reading while others were given the

same model afeer reading the manual.

The 'proportion correct response py type of problem for the two..

groups is shown in the bottom of Table 3. As in the previous study, the

.' before group-excels,on creatiye transfer to new situations but the after

N

group excels on simple retention of the.presented material. Thus, as

predicted by assimilation theory, the model serves as an assimilative

context 'for learning only if it is available to the learner at the time

of earning.

Recall. The above studies used transfer tests as measures of what
0

is learned under different instructional treatments. In a follow-up study

(Mayer & Bromage, 1280), subjects read the manual and were given model

either before or after the reading as in the previous study. However, as

test, subjects were asked to recall all they could about certain portidns

'of the manual.

.

In order' to score the Protocols; the informatiOn in the manual was

broken down into idea,units. Each idea unit expressed one major idea or

t_

action: Therettere three kinds of idea mnits in the manual: (1) conceptual

HLL

6

C.



idea units related to the iAternal operation of the computer, (9.tteEhniCS1

idea'. units gave exaMpleF of code, and-(3) format idea units gave grammer

rules. Table 4 gives examples ofeach type of idea unit.

. Table 5 shOws the-average number of idea units recalled from each .

category by the two groups. , As can be seen, the before group recalls more

conceptuaeinformation while the after.group excels on recall of technical'

and format information. Thit pattern is Consistent with ihe idea good

retention requires recall of specific code, but good transfer requires

understanding of conceptual ideas. Also, the-before group included more

intrusions abbut the model and other sections of the manual, sugges.ting

they integrated the rnfqymation more broadly.

Different language. Although the'above results are consistent and

were obtained in a long series of studies, their generality is limited 4
4

by the fact that.just one type of language was?used. Thus, a follow-up
Op

study was condUcted Diayer, 1986a) in which subjects learned a file manage-

ment language (Gould & Ascher, 1974) either wits or without a côncrete

model. Table 6 lists the eight statements-that were described in ti .t

instructional manual. Figure 3-shOws the concrete model that was used:

\long-term memory is_represented as ae file cabinet; the sorting-Function is

represented as an in-basket, out-ligsket and save bacSket; temporarY memor,

-

is represented as an erasable scoreboard; executive control is represented

as a list and pointer arrow; ciutput is represented as a message pad. After

instruction, all subjects took a transfer test inkauding simple retention-like

problems (sort-1)and problems.that required putting all of the tearned-
,

.f

commands together in a novel way,Gbampute-) and 2). (See Table 7..)

Table 8 gives the proportion correct response by type of problem for

the two treatment.groups. As in the previous studies, the control group



"performs best on,simple problems like-those in the manual, buf the model

group excels on longer" problems that requjre creative integration. Thus,

,

4 previous-tesults and conclusion seem to generalize to this new domain.

Ability. he pattern of result describedabove tended to be strongest

for low ability subjects (Mayer, 19,75) where ability is defined in terms

of Mathematics SAT scores. Apparently, high ability learners already

possessed their own useful "models" for thinkkng about how a computer works,

. but low ability students would be more likely to lack useful prerequisite

knowledge.

Text organization. The pattern of results described above also

tended to be strongest when material was poorly organized (Meyer, 1978).

Apparently, the model is more useful when material is poorly structured
--,

because it helps the reader to hold the information together.

-----, i

EvalUation. These results proTida tear and consistent evidence that

a concrete analogical model can have a strong effecLphe encoding of

new technical information in novices. These results provide empirical

support to the claims orDuBoulay & O'Shea (3976, 1978) that allowing

novices to '!,see the works" allows them to encode infork mation in a more

coherent and useful way. When appropriate models ae used, the.learner

seems to be able to assimilate each new statement to his or her image of

the computer system. Thus, one straightforwarld implication is: if your

goal is to produce learners who will not need to use the language creative-

ly, then no model is needed; if your goal is to produce learners who will
/

be able to come up with creative solutions to novel (for them) problems,

then a concrete model early in lediming is quite useful. More research is
/

needed in order to determine the specific effects of conccete models on

wh/ is learned, and to determ7ne the characteristics of a useful mbdel.

0.

13



2. ENCOURAGE LEARNERS TO "PUT' IT IN THEIR OWN WORDS"

Statement_of the Problem
,-.

A second technique for increasing the mea'ningfulness of technical in-
.

.
formation is elaboration--endouraging the learner to explain'the informa-

,

tion in his or her own words and to verbal.ly relate the material to other

concepts or ideas. Elaboration techniques may influence meaningful

Learning because they encourage the activation of existing knowledge that

is relevant for comprehending the presented material--i.e. elabbratioll
,

may affeCt the'activation proces: as indTcated bf ihe arroiLw4 Figure 1.

Example

For example., in our"own research, we have taught Subjects a simple fi et.

management language as described in the previous section tsee Tables 6 and

7). In order to encourage subjects to.elaborate o e,materia!%. me- pre-

, 111.

sented questions after each page of the instructional booklet. Table 9
I.

gives examples of "model elaboration quiestions" which ask the learner to

0

relate the material to a familiar context, and "comparative elaboration

questions" which ask the learner to relate one part of the material to

another.

Background
,

There ts some evidence that askTn4 subjects to put ideaS into their

own words :during learning can enhance the breadth of learning. For example,

Gagne & ,Smtth (1962). found that subjects whb were required to give a'

verbal rationalizatym for each move as they learned to solve a new problem

resulted in longer learning time but,better transfer performance than non-
.

verbalizers. Results 6 Seidel & Hunter C19701 tiggest that verbalization

per se may not significantly enhance computer programming perfcirthance.

More recently, WIttrock (.1974) has proposed the Pgenerative hypothesTs"-7
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,i.e. learning Occurs when the .learner,actively gen .-ates associations

between what is presented and what he or she "already has in memory. For

/
example, when school children were_asked to generate a one-sentence Sum-

.

mary for each paragraph in a prose paSSage, Wittroc (1974) found that

recal.1 was necarly double that of a control group. Appa untly,.when stu-

dents are encouraged to actively put inprmation in.th ir own words, they

are abfe to better connect new information to extsting knowledge.

Elaboration techniques have long been used to enhance learning of

paired associates. For example, when students are"asked to actIvely form

images or sentences involving word pairs, paired assoctate reCall is

gieatly.enhanced (Bower, 1972; Pa.iviO, 1569). More recently, elaboration

techniques have been used in school curricula (see-Dansereau, 19,8; .

-,-----
. , . .

Weins.tein, 1978). Several researchers have argued that students should be

given explicit training in "learning strategies"--i.e. how to actively

process'new material (see O'Nei1J, 19781.

Transfer. In a typical study, (Mayer, 1980a) subjects read the instruc-

tional booklet covering a simple file manageMent language, with some sub-

,.

jects having.an elaboration page after each page in'the booklet (model

elaboration). and others not (control). A second study followed the same

procedure but there wp a comparattve elaboration page aft_r each page

for half the'subjects. o

On a subsequent transfer test, using problems described tn Table 7,

the control groups performed well on simple.: retention-ltke-problems but

the elaboration groups (both model and coMparattve), perform better on pro-

blems requiring creativ&trangfer. Table 10 shows the proportion correct

by type of proixlem for four treatment grOups. Thus, there is evtdence

that requtring the learners to put technical informatton'in their own
,

*
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words through. relating the material to a familiar situation or through mak-

ing comparisons, resUltt in broader lear*ning.
sa

Recall. In order to assess the-generalityrcif these findings, !he

studies,were replicated using recall as the test (Mayer, 1980a). For
*no

scoring, the manual was divided into idea units. Some idea units described

'how the computer operated (conceptual idea units) and others emphasized tfle

grammar and technical aspects of each statement (technical idea imits). ,

Table 11 shows the average number of idea units rec9fed 134e type for

model, elaboration, comparison,elaboratitm,, and control grpups. As can be

seen, the ,control group tends to necell equal amounts of both types of info-r-

Wiwi, but the elabbratión groups tend to emphasize recall of conceptual

'as compared to technlCal information. This pattern is consistent with

the idea that conceptual emphasis is likely to support transfer performance%

Notetaking. In order to provide further;generality, an additional series'

,

of studies was conducted (Peper & Mayer, 1978) *using a different language

"
(a BASIC-like language) and a different elaboration activityqnote-taking).

Subjects watched a 20 minute videotape letture describing seven BASIC-like

statements similar to the manual described earlier. Some subjects were asked

to take, notes by patting the,basic information in their own words. Others
,

simply viewed the lecture without taking notes. As a test some subjects were

given transfer problems and some were asked to recall portions of the lessons.

As in preyious studies, there was a pattern in which note-taking improved

performance on far transfer problems but not on simple retention problems.

Similarly, there was a.pattern in which note-takers performed better on recall

of conspral information but not technical/information. These patters were

observed for subjects scoring low in Mathematits SAT, but not for high ability

subjects. Presumably bigh ability learners already possess strategies for

16
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putting new i.dformation into their own words.

Evaluation. Unfqrtunately, there is no fopl7proof way to design elabor-

. 0

ation activities. However, Lt is important to keep in mind that the goal of

e)aboration is to'help the learner be able to describe the key concepts Ln

his or her own words, using existing knowledge. Emphasis on format or

grammatical details, and emphasis on e;rorlgssyerbatim recall of statements

will not produce the desired effects. The learngr should be able to

descabe the effects of each statement in- his or her own words.

3. ASSESS AND BUiLD ON LEARNERV'INTUITIONS

f
Statement of the Problem

Learners coMe to the learning situat:on with certain .exi4sting expecte-
..

tions and intuitrons about how to tnteract with computers, .Far example,

since stud.ents have experience with conversations in English, they are

likely to try to view computer conversation in the same way (Miller & Thomas,

1977; Sackman, 1970).. Similarly, since most users are'familiar. with calcu-
.

lators, they may view interactions with comliuters tn the same way (Mayer &,

Bayman, 1980; Young, 1980).0*

Example

For most users, calcUiators 'represerit the first exposure to interadting

0
with a computational machine. Thus, Intuitions tha are established may be

important for later learning of computer programming langugges% For example,

consider the keystrokes:,

7 .1. = '1;

If subjects have a conception of incrementing internal regJsters, they
,f-t

4

might suppose that this sequence would result 16,14 being dttplayed. ,However,

less saphisticated intuitions.Might predict that the display would show 7

or 0. .17

,



Background

-There is a growing interes't in using words,and logical structbres.that

are similar to everyday Englith. 'For example, Ledgard, Whiteside, Singer

& Seymour (1980) found that text editing systeMs that use Pnatural language".

are easier to learn than those that use "computerese" for commands,

Similarly, Shneiderman (1980) reports that meaningful or mnemonic variable
a

names may affect programming performance. Finally, there is evidence that'

branching structures used in BASIC are not as Intuitive or as easy to

learn as other branchrng structures (Green, 1977; Mayer; 19766; Sime, Green

& Guest, 1977; Sime, Arblaster & Green, 19771.

More Tecently, Young (1980) has developed "mental models" of calculkOrs--

i.e. representatiOnS Of the internal components ,hat a learner needs to

understand, Scandura, Lowerre & Veneski (1976) have
s
interviewed children who

learned to use caltulators. through "hands on experience". Many develoP .

4".

bizzarre intuitions even though they can use thetalculator to solve rout.ine

problems. Thus, in order to build on the learners intuitions, and modify

them as needed', one must assess what those intuitions are, In oiher words,

die instructor should have techniques for determining the learner's i'mental
----

model".

Analysis of Users' Intuitions of CalculatBr Operations

A series of studies was conducted (Mayer & Bayman, 1980) in order to

determine the intuitions that novice and expert users have Coneerning how'

pocket calculatorcoperate. The novices were college students with no

experience with computers or computer programing, while the experts were

4$

intermediate 16e1 computer science students. Each subject was given a 4-page

questionnaire with 88 problems. Each problem listed a seilies of key presses

and asked.the student to redict what number would be in the display,
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assuming a staAdard ,tour-function calculator,was being used.

The subjects differe d greay with respect to wheri they thought'an

expression should be evaluated. For example, consider the.PrOblems,

2+3

2 + 3 4.

2 3 7 /7

2 + 7

Some suSjects' behaved as if an expressiO'A was evaluated only when an equals

was pressed; thus, the answers were 3, 3, 7, 12. Others behaved as if an

expressionWas evaluated as soon as'an operator key was pressed, yielding

answers of 3, 5, 7, 12. Finally, some subjects behaved as if an expression

w s_evaluated as.soon as a number was-Pressed, givisig answers of 5,5, 12, 12.

Rfisuts indicated sKgnificant differences between experts.and novices, with

most experts opting for lecond approach while novices werefairly split

among all three approaches. There also were impottant differences concerning

h(Sw to evaluate a chairi of arithmetic, such as., 2 + 3 x 7 =, and how to'handle

non7standard sequencesNich as 2 + = +

Evaluatton. We are just beginning'to develop techniques for destribing

users' ilituitions, 'e.g., users' mental models of computational machines.
a

.y,-
However, as techniques become.available, te. achers may use them to diagnose

whether siudents have acqpired useful intuitions, and to remediate where needed.

4. PROVIOE.TRAINING.IN CHUNKING

Statement of the Problem

One technique for making storage of information easier is to form meaning-

ful chunks of schemes (Bransford, 1979). Within the context of computer

programming, this means tllat learners should develop the abi.lity to view a

19
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cluster of statements as a single unit that accomplishes some namable goal.

Example

,' For example, Atwood & Ramsey (1978) suggee.that experienced program-

mers encode a segment such as,

SUM:= 0

DO 1 1 = 1, N

SUM = SUM Ca

1 CONTINUE

as "CALCULATE THEIUM,OF ARRAY .X"..

Background

Thel-e is some evidence,that experts and novi6s.in a particul'ar domain

differ with resPe6t to hoW they organize information An memory, with experts

using more efficient chunking techniques (Larkin, McDermott, imon & Simon,

1980). In recent reviewi'of research on how to teach people to become

better problem solvers, Greeno (1980). anU Simon (1980) conclude that good

problemhsolving performance recOires that the userhas large amounts of

domain specific knowledge organized into chunks. For example, Simon (1980)

estithates that a person needs 50,000 chunks of domain specific knowledge
A

(e.g., such as the example given alvve) to become an expert.

Id a classic study, Chase & Simon (1973) asked subjects to view

briefly presented chess board configurations and then try to reconstruct

them. Chess masters performed better than less experienced players in re-
-:

,

constructing positions from actual games, but the' advantage was 16st when

random board positk:ens were presented. In an analogous study reported by

Shneiderman. (1980), experienced and inexperienced programmers were given

. .

programs to study. The experts remembered more than the novices when actual

programs were presented but not for random fines of code. These finOngs

2
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suggest that experts have a large repertoire of many meaningful chunks, i.e.
_ \ /-

ways of grouping many lines of code into a single meaningful unit. More

recently, Mayer, (1979c, 1980b) has suggested that highly used"chunks, such

as lopping structurts, should be explicitly taught and labeled as part of

instruction. For ,example, frequent looping structures in BASIC include

II repeating a READ", "waiting. for.a,data'riumber", "waiting for a eounter",

and "Iiranahing down".

5. PROVIDE TKAINUNGTN ANALYSIS OF'STATEMENTS

Statement of the Problem

What does it &lean to "under:Stand" a statement" In many psycholinguistic

theories, comprehension involves relating a statement to its underlying case

grammar (5ee Kintsch, J974).

Example
.

In a previous paper (Mayer, 1979c), I have suggested a possible case

grammay for 'BASIC. Each statement may be described as a list of transact4Ons.

A transaction consists of an action applied to some object at some location

inIthe C16mputer. For example, the statement, LET X = 5, consists of six

transactions:

1. Find file number indicated oh the right of the equals.

2. Fin'd the number'in the memory.space i'indicated on the Left of the equals.

3. Erase the number in that memory space.

4. Write the new number in that Space.

5. Go on,Zthe next statement.

6. Do what it says:

Background

An implication of the transaction" approach is that the same statement'
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names m6y actually refer to several different types of transactions. For

example, we have shown that a counter set LET'such as LET X = 5 is differ-

gilt from an arithmetic LET such'as LET X = 10/2 (Mayer, 1979c,' 1980c).

Explicit naming and describing of different types of statements with the

same keyword may become a useful part of computer liferacy curricula. More .

-recently.this, approach has been successfully applied t *Ehe analysis of

commands in "calculator language" (Mayer & Bayman, 1980) and text editor'

languages (Card, Moran & Newell,-1980):

CONCLUSION

Ttis papeç has provid,ed five tentative recommendations, listed in

the i(ntroductioh,or increasing the meaninpfulness of computer concepts

for nov.ices. ,Reviews of cognitive research indicate that there is pualified

support for the first

concerning the latter three recommendations.

Note

two recommendations, and that actiye research is needed

1. wish to thank Bob Seidel and Ron Anderson for their useful comments on an

earlier version of this manuscript. A more detailed version of this paper

is available as a technical report from the author.' Much of the work cited

in this paper was supported by grant SED77-I9875 from the National Science

Foundati.on and grant N1E-G80-0118 from the _National Institute_ of Education.

Requests for reprints should be sent to:' Richard E. Mayer, Department of

Psychology, University of California, Santa Barbara, CA; 93106.
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-Table 1

Seven Statements. Used ill BAS1C-like Instructional Booklet .

Name Example

READ PI READ'(A1)

WRITC P2 WRITE (A1)

EQUALS P3 Al =.88}

-CALCULATE P4 Al = Al + 12

GOTO P6 GO TO PI

"IF P5 IF (Al = 100) GO f0 P9

STOP P9 STOP

;

2d
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Table 2' 0

Examples of Six Types of Test Problems for a BASIC-like Language

Generation-Statement

Glven a number in memory spate

A5, write a statement tO change

that number to zero.

Interpretation-Statement

A5=0

26

'

Generat1on-Nonloop

Given a card with a number

On it is input, weite a

program to.print out its

square.

Generation-Looping

Given a, pile of data cards

lnterpretation-Nonloop

PLREAD (Al)

pi? Al = Al * A1

P3 WRIT (Al)

P4 STOP

Interpretation-Looping.

PI READ (Al)

is input, write a program to P2 IF(Al = 88) GO TO P5

print out'each number and stop ----El WRITE (Al)

when it gets to card with 88 P4 GO TO P1--

on it. . P5 STOP

04



Table 3
-

-Proportion Cori-ect on Transfer Test by Type of Problem for Model vs. Control*Groups, and Before vs After Groups

General-ion

Statement Nonloop Looping

Mode l vs. Control

. Interpretation

Statement Nonlop Looping

Model .37 .62 ...62 .09

Control .67 :52 .12 .42 .32 .12

Before vs. After

-Before .57 .50 .20 .63 - ,17

Aftei- .77 .63 .13 .27 .40 .17

_

Note. For model vs. control, n = 20 per.group; intdraction between treatment and probleili)ge, p < .05.

For before vs. after, n = 20 per group; interaction between treatment an

t

31
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A

Sort 1

e

28

Table U.

_
Examples of.Test Problems for a File,Management Language

List the owners! names for all FROM AUTOMOBILE
FOR WEIGHT IS CALLED 3000 OR MORE

cars weighl:ng 3000 pounds or more. LIST NAME

Sort 2

Liat the owners,' names for all late

model green Fords.

,Count
0

How many cars are registered in

San'ta farbara County?

Compute 1

What, is 'the average current value'

of all cards'?

Compute 2

4

,

FROM-AUTOMOBILE
ITR-YEAR IS CALLED 1976 OR MORE
AND FOR COLOR IS CALLED GREEN
AND FOR MAKE IS CALLED,FORD'
LIST NAME

,

FROM AUTOMOBILE
Fog HOME COUNTY IS CALLED SANTA BARBARA
-COUNT

LIST COUNT

FROM AUTOMOBILE
COUNT
TOTAL CURRENT VALUE
LET TOTAL COUNT BE CALLED AVERAGE
LIST AVERAGE.

What percentag e of 1977 cars are FROM AUTOMOBILE :
FOR'YEAR.IS CALLED 1977

Chevrolets? COUNT
4 LET THIS BE GALLED COUNT 1

AND FOR MAKE IS CALLED CHEVROLET
COUNT,
LET THIS BE CALLED COUNT 2
LET'COUNT 2 COUNT 1 BE CALLED AVERAGE
LIST AVERAGE ,

33
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' 0

Table 5- .

Average Number of_Recalled id2f Units'for the Before and After Croups

Idea Units Intrusions ,

Technical Format Conceptual Inappropriate ApproprrallMotel----

Before 5-0 J9 6.6 1.5 1.3 3.1

After 6.0 2.9 4.9. - 2:5 .8 .5

(

Note. N = 30.per group; interaction between treatment and type o score, p < .05.

Oho,.

34
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Name

30

Table 6

Eight Statements Used in Elle Management Lariguage Booklet

Example

FROM FROM AUTOMOBILE

FOR

AND FOR

OR FOR

LIST

COUNT

TOTAL

LET LET TOTAL COUNT BE CALLED AVERAGE

FOR W GHT S CALLED 3000 OR MORE

AND FOR COLOR IS CALLED GREEN

OR FOR MAKE IS CALLED FORD

LIST NAME

COUNT

TOTAL CURRENT VALUE



Table 7

Example of Conceptua/, Format, and Technical idea Units

. Type Idea Unit

Technidal READ is one kind of statement.

Format The format is READ (

Format An.address name goes in the parenthesis.

Conceptual An address name is a space in the computer's memory.

Conceptual Theee are 8 memory spaces.

Technical 'The spaces are called Al, A2 ....

Technical An example ii, READ (A2)..

Conceptual First, the computer checks the number from the top data card.

Conceptual , Then, that number is stored in space A2.

The previous number in A2 is destroyed.

Tildn the aata card is sent out of the computer.

This reduces the pile of data card by 1.

Then, go on to the next statements.

y.

31
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Proportion

Model

Control

Table 8

//----
rect on Transfer Test for Model and Control Groups--

File Management Language

,

Type of Test Problem,,

Sort-1 Sort-2 Count Computer-1 Compute72

, \
.66 .66 .63 .58 .45

i,

.63 .44 .43 .33 ..22

32

4 47

Note. N = 20 per group; treatment x problem type interaction, p < .07.
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Tabld 9

Example of the Elaboration Exercise in the Programming Text

Model Elaboration

Consider the folldOing situation. An office clerk has, an in-basket, a save

basket, a discard basket, and a sorting ar6a on the desk. The in-basket is

fu31 of' records.. Each one can be examined individually in the sorting area

of the desk and then placed in either the stave Or discard basket. Describe

the FOR statement in terms of what operations the clerk would perform using

the in-basket, discard basket, save' basket, and sorting area.

Comparative Elaboration

How is the FOR command like the FROM command?
6

How is the FOR command different than the FROM command?



Table 10

Proportion Correct on Transfer Test by Type Of Problem for Model Elaboration vs.

Control Groups and Comparative Elaboration vs. Control Groups

Type of Test Problem

'Model vs. Control Sort-1 SOrt-2 'Count Compute-1 Computer-2

Model Elaboration ,65 .51, .64 .64 .45

Control .66 .64 .41 .38 .27

.Compairative,Elaboration

Comparative Elaboration .90 .90 1.00 .75 .55

Control :90 .90 .65 .65 .25

Note. For moderelaboration vs. cOntrol, n- = 20 per group; treatment

x.problem qpe interaction, p < .05. For comparative

elaboration vs. control, i = 13 Per group; treatment x

problem type interaction, p < -05. Data is for inter-

pretation problems only, for comparative and control groups.



Table 11

. Average'Number of Recalled idea Units for Model Elaborkion,

Comparative Elaboration and Control- 0oups

,

Type ofidea

Te'annical Conc2ptual

Model Elaboration

Comparative Elaboration 9.4 14.1

- Control 7.5 7.5

Note. N = 20 per group; treatment x typeinteraction, p < .05 for low

ability stibjects.
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INPUT
FROM
PERCEP1:IO

bo

SHORT-TERM
MEMORY
(STM)

(a)

WORKING
MEMORY
(WM).

ANY,

(c)

LONG-TERM.MEMORY
(LTM)
(INCLUDES MEANINGFUL
CONCEPTS-(b)) 2

.

-, ,

(a) is transfer o tnew knowledge to WM. Condition (b) is availability of t
Figure 1: Som.e informatico tocessing components of meaningful lea'rning. Condition

assimilative cotter; in LTH. Condition (c) is 'activation and transfer of

ola_knowledge to WW. .

,

t
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\-

*St'

INPUT WINDOW.

IN

NB.

OUT

. MEMORY SCOREBOARD

Al A2 A3 A4
7 -0 99 6-

A5 A6 A7 AS
33 2 0 3

.

PROGRAM LIST &
POINTER*ARROW

P1

P2
P3
P4

I

r

Figure 2: A concrete model of the computer for a BAilC-like language.
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FILE CABINET

. AUTOS

STUDENTS

BOOKS

IN BASKET SORTINGAREA SAVE DISCARD

OUTPUT PAD PROGRAM LIS+ MEMORY -SCOREBOARD.

POINTER
ARROW001...

P1
P2
P3 ,
P4

'COUNT( --TOTAL1 . AVERAGEI

COUNT2 TOTAL2 AVERAGE2

COUNT3 TOTALi
. -

AVERAGE3
A.

COUNT TOTAL AVERAGE,

Figure 3. A concrete model of the computer for a file -management JangUago4
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CHAPTER 2

DIAGNOSIS AND REMEDIATION BUG& INHCALCOLATOB. LANGUAGE

0

Note

-

do,

fit

The Material in.this chapter was published as the following article;

Mayer, R.. E., & Bayman, P. A psyChology of calculator languages.;

31

Describing computer concepts to,novices. Conimunicatirs of the

Association for Computing'Machinery, 1981, 2:4, 511-520. \\
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Abstract

'Ads paper presents a framework for describing users' knowledge of how a

P 4

simple four-function calculator operates. Data are summarized ,concerning

differences among novices and %xperts in their conceptions of what goes on
%- a

.inside the calculator" for various sequences of button presses. Individual

differences include: d5fferent view on when an expression is evaluated,

different procedues for evaluating a chain of arithmetic, and different

rules for evaluating unusual sequences of key presses.

Key Words and Phrases: calculator, learning, instructiOn, psychology

CR Categories: 1.50, 2.12, 4:20

a
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A major gOal of this article is to provide a framework for describing

users' knowledge of calculator language, i.e., users' intuitions concerning the
40

underlying logic of a sirele four-function calculator when a series of buttons

are pressed. Another major goal is io use this technique for pinpointing some.

of the differences among actual user's in their knowledge of calculator language.

The first section of this paper provides a rationale and a brief literature

revieW. 'The second section describes the transaction approach for analyzing,

calculator language. _The third section summarizes a study of individUal dif-
.

ferences amoni users in their knowledge of calcUlator language. The final

secfion provides a summary and a set of tentative recommendations.

Rationale e .41

Performance versus competence. A basic idea in this-article is that the

traditional distinction between performance and competence can and should be

'applied to users! learnirig of calculator language. Performance, of course,

refers to what the user ctn do, such as compute answers for a class of problems;
-e

competence refers to what the user knows, such as the user's mental model of

L.the cal8ulator.
. -

It is possible for two users to both give identical answers to simple

arithmetic computation problems, but possess vastly different underlying knowl-

edge of Calculatocr language. Tor example, In pilot studies We found that.a
. ,

subject believed the calculator had the answer for each problem already stored
f \

in memory. This subject would claim diet to find the ariswer for 22 x 114, the

-

calculator si'mply "looks up" the answer for that problem in its memory. Another

subject'assumed that the calculator used "internal registers," and'followed

certain "contr61 procedures." :For 22 x 114, the calculator would storethe

numbers 22 and 114 in memory, and would use the multiplication algorithm to worgl

on them.' Mese two subjects seem tO have had different "mental models" for the
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calculator. Thus, for a complete description of "what is learned".by different

userS, we must be able to describe the users' competence as well as their per-
.

formance. Similarly, Greeno [3] has argued for emphasis on "cognitive objectives'

of instruction rather than focusing solely on "behavioal objectives" of instruction.

Black box versus glass box. A seconctimportant distinction condernsv:

learning by memorizing versus learning by understanding [15]. When we ,apply

this distinction-to the learning of calculator language, we can.point to the.
0

.

difference between the "black box approach" and the "glaas box approach." In

6

the blaCk box ap'Proach to learning calculator language, che uger focuses only on

the external features of calculator language--you put in a sequence of key

presses and out comes the answer as if by magic. The operations inbide the
s

.

,calculator are hidden from the user, forcing the user to treat thd calculator as

a black box that cannot be understood. A user who learns by the black box

0
method is forced to memorize sequences of key presses for each type of problk,

without understanding what the key presses actually mean. For example, some

manuals describe how to use a constant. Let's say you want to multiply a set of

numbers by 2.3. The manual may ingtruct you to enter the sequence 2.3 x x;

then, for any number you want multiplied by 2.3 you juse enter that number

followed by air equals (=). Although memorized procedures, such as the "con-
,.

stant" sequence, may work in the sense that they generate the'desired answer,

the user i4.not able to relate the sequence of key strokes to an. understanding

8f what mos on inside the calculator. DuBoulay A O'Shea [1] have noted a

similar phenomenOn.w4th reipect to children learning LOGO; some users act, ag if

the internal operations of the machine are hidden and not understandable.

In'the glass box approach [2], Ehe user is able to see how a sequence of

key strokes is related to change in the internal state of the calculaton, and

- 4 7



how these changes are related to the finti1 answer. Each command--in this case,

each key stroke--results in some change inside the calculator and these changes

can be described and understood. For example, the user who learns by the glass

box approach may be able to describe why the "cOnstant" iirocedure works, by

describing the nature of internal displays and incrementing operations.
A

The level of description of events in the glass'box approach need not,',

indeed shou1d0 not, be at the "blood and guts" level. By this we m an that users

need not become electronic experti. There is an appropriate,level of descrip-

tion that Young [16] refers*te,as the user's "mental mOdel" of the calculator:

"For an interactive system to be satisfactory,'it is important that its intended

users be able to form a model of the system which enables them to predict its

behavior."

DuBoulay, O'Shea & Monk [2] have suggested that noVices should be exposed to

a "notational machine" -- i.e. !'an idealized model of the computer implied by the

constraints of the programming languages" and which is analogous to "other mech-

anisms with which the novice.is more, familiar". As an example, duBoulay.& O'Shea

11] have developed a "LOGO machine to represent the internal actions that occur

for LOGO statements. Further, duBoulay, O'Shea & Monk [2] have offered two'

important properties for selecting a model that clarifies the hidden operations,

of 43. language:. (1) simplicity--there should b2La,"small number of parts that

interact in ways that can be easily understood", and (2). visibility-,novices

should be able to see "selected parts and processes of this notational pachine in

action".

As an example, let's suppOse that we want studentsAo learn how to solve

simple a4thmetic problems v4.241 a calculator. We could zive thelulenty of

hands-on experienze, without any guidance about what goes on inside the cal-

culator, until they were all able to solve simple problems. However, Scandura,
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aowere, Veneski & Scandura [1:3] found that students who taught themselves to use

calculators often developed bizzare intuitions; one student, for example, con-

eluded that the plus (+) and equals (=) keys did nothing since they caused no,

visib/e change in the display. Instruction that emphasises the understanding of

how the machine operates on a sequence of button presses night provide a better

6

base on .which to'build further computer concepts.

What are the benefits of instruCLon that'foster glass box learning'rather
?

tnan black box learning? Past research by Gestalt psychologists [15] suggest

t'hat learning by understanding, such as in the glass box procedure, should lead
o

to superior long-term retention and superior transfer to novel problems. In

addition, the glass box approach.may influence.attitudes,concerning the "under-

standability" of computers and caléulators. Althouglithere is premising .1ipport

for these assertions in studies of how novices,learn simple programming)lan-

guages [4, 5, 6, 7, 9], mach more research is needed concerning the role of

glass box instruction for calculators.

Computer literacy. The previous sectiods have presented two ways of

describiug "what is learned" (i.e., performance vs. competence) and two ways of

teaching how tO use calculators
6

important to focus on h

.e., black box vs. glass box). Why is it

ents learn And represent knowledge about Calcu-

lators? The reason is that/calcu tors (as well as electronic games) usually

involve a user's first exposure to a omputational machine and a language,
0

Thus, calculators.could provide the first step in the development of a user's

computer literacy--the understanding of how to interact with computational

machineS.

In addition, calculators have become a part of society, infiltrating the

home, work, and school lives of ordinary people (10). In our schools, for
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example, teachers [11] have recognized calculators as necessary tools in our

,society: "The National Council of Teachers of Mathematics recommends that

mathematics programs take full advantage of the power of calculators and com-

puters at all grade levels." However, in spite of the potential for using

calculators'as the first step toward's computer literacy, there is also the

potential that they will be used as tools whose operations must be blindly

memorized. For example, duBoulay, O'Shea &1141-onk (2) recently pointed out:

"The manuals accompanying certain makes of pocket calculators make no attempt

to explain the reason why given sequences of button presses carry out the

given computations. The user must follow the manual's instructions blindly

because it ii difficult for him tq imagine what kind of underlying machine

. 1

a could be inside that demands these
\
particular sequences of presses. During

\

the course of a cal9lation, he has to guess the current state of the device...,

because the device gives little or no external indications of its interhai------

s tate a,"

Unfortunately, the research community has been very slow in providing

information that would be useful in this impending calculator-curriculum revo-

lution. For example, most experimental studies have been concerned with whether

using calculators in the classroom affects overall achievement and/ol,attitude

in mathematics [see 12, 14]; but as Roberts [12] recently concluded, "the re-

search literature offers no guidance" cOncewing hoia to incorporate calculators

into school Curricula.

The development of a theory of how users conceptualize calculator ia4ge

has implications fot the design of calculator languages, for instructional

prodedures, and for integration of calculators into school. curricula, This

paper is based on the idea that calculators are here to stay, that large numbers
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.of ordinary (non-programmers) people will be using them, and that calculators

provide most users with their first introduction to computer concepts. Such

users will inevitably develop attitudes and apl)roaches to humaiVcomputer' inter-

action in the course of learning to use their calculator even if the users are

\

self-taught. This paper provides s, ome information that may be relevant to

understanding what intuitions individual users have about calculators. _Thus,

this paper is a start towards the goal of helping users to make the most of

their calculators and computers in'general.

A Transaction,Analysis of Calculator LanguaRe
-

The goal of this section is,eo develop an appropriate level of tdescribing

what happens inside the calculator for each type of key press, based on DuBoulay,,

O'Shea & Ronk's, [2], criteria of simplicify and visibility. In particular,

this section, applies the transaction approach to .the operating systeml.of

electronic calculators, or to what can be called calculator language. The

goal is not to provide a formal, mathematidal representation of the calcu-
-,

lator's operating system, but rather to provide an idealized model of the

calculator that can be used to describe users' knowledge and to,help novices

understand calculaLr language. .It Should 14,pointed pdt that the trans-

action approach may serve botheas (1) a descriptive model of the users'

knowledge of calculator language, and (2) a prescriptive mode]: for curriculum

development. This paper presents data concerning the first implementation, but

also suggests implications concerning the second.

For purposes of this analysis we assume that each user's conception of

calculator language can be specified as a set of productions; or condition:-

action pairs. The conditioii refers to some key press (i.e., some command) and

the action refers to one or more transactions (i.e., an operation applied to an

.4
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object at a location in the Calculator). Thus, the transaction approach in-
.

volved locating the transaction (or list of transactions) that a user

associates with a given command.

A previous paper [6]-summarized a conceptual analysis of BASIC that mi.-

, ,

phasized "transactions" for describing the language in, a simple and visib e

way. A model was constructed that consisted of a ticket,window to represa t the

input function, a note pad to represent the output function, a memory scoreboard

to represent the memory function, a scratch pad to representthe logic-and

arithmetic function, a shopping list with pointer arrow to Tepresent executive
0

control. Each elementary BASIC statement wad described as a list df trans-

actions, and each transaction consisted of some operation aPplied to some object

at sothe location in the computer. Using a small Collection Of transactions it

was possible to describe each of the elementary BASIC statements. Further, k

the-re is substantial evidence that instruction in BASIC which emphasizes the

transaction level of description, results in superibr performance in creative

frogram writing and interpreting written programs [4,A5, 7, 9].

The relevant conditions (or commands) for the-Present.analysis are based on

pressing keys on the calculator's keyboard. The keys. relevant to a very simple

four-function calculator are number keys 0, 1, 2, 3, A, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9),

operation keys,.(i.e., x, .0, equals key (-1.), ecimal key (.) and clear

key (CLR). For the present study we assumed that the calculator used arith-,

me.tic logic (rather than algebraic or reverse Polish notation) and we focused.

On only three number keys (i.e., 2,3, and 7), two operation keys (i.e., +

and x), and the equals key

-



:Thus, at first blush it seems the basic conditions are each of the single key

presses, such as pressing a number key, pressing an operation key, and so on.

However, interviews with users suggest that key presset's have different "mean-

(.;

ings" depending on the immediately preceding key press; for example, pressing a

plus key after pressinj iuml5r key has a different effect than pressing a

plus key affer pressing an equalskey, for some user's. Thus, the conditions

(or user commands) can be listed as some key being pressed given that some key

was pressed immedlately before. For example, typical commands in the present

analysis are listed in Table 1. There are certainly many othex possible

comm%nds, but we have focused on this set of 16 elementary calculator comniands

as an example.

Insert Table 1 about here

To describe the acti that occur for any command, the transaction

approach [6] requires that we specify the triplet.of location, object, and

operation. The possible locations within the calculator are:
;

(1) Digplay The miternal display normally Consists of at leas'

eight spaces, where a place can bold one digit. The

display fills fromtfie right:

(2) Register -- An internal register is inside the calculator and con-

sists of a series of subregisters_thatHhold ingkvidual.

numbers and operators. .Expressions'a e held in the order

of input, with the first nt;mber qSithe left, followed

rst operator, akid with new number's and operators

entered to the right of existed filled subregisters.



(3) Keyboard --

4.) .
The exterual set of keys includes number, operation,

and equals keys:

Trie'iessible objects include:

(1) Numbers.-- .A number is any single or mulLple digit

as 2, 14, or 156.

(2) Operation.-- An o?eration is a mathematical symbol for some arith-

. .
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sequence such,

metic computation sUch as additIen''(+) or multipli-
41P "6

w

cation ex).

(3) Expression -- An expression is a sequence consisting of numbers\ . -

\
operators such as, 2 + 3 or 2 + or

Some operations\that are, relevant to computer language
\\

(1) Find Locate a particular object;

just entered from the keybdard.

(21 Destroy --

(3) Create --

(4)

2 + 3N 7.
(

are:

and

e.g., find a number that was

A number or expression is'erased from the display or

registlr; e.g.,
A

previous number

with a new one).

when you pre'rs the equals key the

is erased (and replacedin axe eisplay

A nuMber,or expression is -plated in a display or

register; e.g., when youpress a number key that

number appears in the display.

tvaluation -- An expression from the register is cOnverted Into a

.single number using the rules of arithmetic;'e.g:, the

evaluation of 3 + 2 is 5. (For the curent discussIon,

evaluation of a number or numbers followed.,by an oper-

atien is the number; i.e.,.evalu4tion of 3 is 3 or

evaluation of 3 + is 3). It is also,I.nssible to

evaluate expressions from the register and display
%

.1
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. =together; for example, the evaluation of 2 + in

,the register and-3 in the display may be 5.

Table 2 gives a summary of some typical actions that might occur with the

calculator. Each is expressed as a Iist.of transactions; for example, D = R

consists of four separate transactions, while D = b requires only one. A user's

conception of what:a particular command means can be expressed as a paduction;

for example, the production,

P2 If # after +Then D =.# and R = "R + #"

means.that when number key-is pressed after a plus key, the user assumes that

the calcylator executes the four transactions for D = # and the. tbree transactions
4

4

for R = !qt+711" a4 listed in Table 2. Thus, for the sequence 7 + when the 3

key_is pressed-the

changedto "7 + 3"

Insert Table 2 about here

display is changed to 3 and the regis s expression is

. A user's intuitions concerning calculation language can

thus he expressed as

Empirlcal Studies

a list of productipns such as the one given above.

There has not beer; adequate research conceringAow ,students come to

understand the operatibn of calculators. A oted earlier almost all be-
-

liavioral research concerning calculators

of whether, the availability of calculhtors inthe

has been directev at the gross issue

clas oom has any effect on

mathematics, achievement or attitude (see 11, 14], The present study addresses

a different issue, namely what types of hypotheses do people have concerning

.

. how calculators operate. The goal of this research is to determine whether

-

the transaction,approach can be successfully used as a framework for de-

scribing differences in users' knowledge. The goal of these studies is not
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to test the transaction approaches a "theOry," since it ia used here only as a

framework for describing what Is learned. For more de.tail concerning the

methodology and data analyses see Mayer & Bayman [8].

Eeqpd. Our study involved 33 college students who had no computer pro-

gramming experience ("novices") And 33 college students who were enrolled in

advanced programming courses ("experts
"
)
2

. Subjects participated in order

to fullfill a course requirement. Each student was given a Tour page question-

naire with 88 problems. Each problem 'listed a series of key presses and asked.
- /

the student to predict,what number would be in the display, assuming a standard

four-function calculator was being used. In addition, subjectlons were given

questionnaire asking hc:4 many hours a week they used a calculator, how many

}read they had been using a calculator, what kind of calculators they knowt

and which calculator model(s) they owned, if any.

Standard sequences: WheOlto evaluate. Our subjects differed greatly with

respect to when they thought an expression should be evaluated. For example,

consider the sequence,

2 4-,3

Some subjects answered "3" and some answered "5". Those who gave 5 seem to be

using what we called "immediate evaluation" for # after +. Whenever number

key is pressed after a plus key, the entire expression is evaluated and dis-

played. Hdwever, those who gave 3 as an answer seem to be using "delayed

evaluation" for*# after+. They wait for some other keY press (such as an

equals or a plus or a multiply) before they evaluate and display. How would a

subject predict the calculator would respond to

2 + 3 + 7

The answer was 12 for the "immediate eviluators" and 7 for the subjects who

relied on delayed evaluation for # after +. Our subjects were very consistent,



although experts were significantly more 'consistent than novice

such as these-.

Now consider the problem,

2 + 3 +,

52

n judgments

,

Some subjects gave
/
5 as the answer while others gave 3. Those who gave 3 act

as if there is "delayed evaluation" for + after 3. For those who gave 5 as'an

answer, if they also gave 5 as an answer to problems like 2 + 3, they are not

evaluating for + after # either; however, if they gaVe 3 as an answer for 2 +

3, then they seem to opt for "immediate evaluation" for + after #. Similarly,

a sequence like,

2 x 3 +

results in 6 for subjects Who rely on immediate evaluation for + after #, but

in 3 for those who rely on "delayed evaluation" for + after #. .(Note.that if -

.

our subject relies on immediate evaldation fot # after x then the answer will'

also be 6.)

Finally,,conaider the problem,

2+ 3 =

All subjects gave 5 as an answer. Or consider the problem,

21+ 3 + 7 =

All subjects gave 12 as an answer. However, if our subfects were delayed

evaluation for tafter +.and delayed evaluation for + after # th we know

they welt fer an equals sign beforethey evaluate, thus, these subj puld

opt for ibmediate evaluation" for = after #.

Adsed on 4 aystepatic analysis of our subjects' performance, as suggested

in the examples above,,we noted three basic strategies for determining when to

evaluate an expressionfor ar number key, or for an operation key, or for an

equals key.. These conceptions are summarized in Table 3. As can be seen, the.
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copsensus of the experts is that a calculator should evaluate when an operation

A-
-kdy is pressed after a number,;as_is common in most but not all calculaiors.

Novices tend to have much more diverse conceptions, and are significantly

different from experts.
3

It may also be pointed out that we found no relation

between the conceptioneof our subjects and the .operating systems of their own

calculators, nor between the conceptions of our subjects and the amount of. time

spent each week with a calculator.
4

sinsert Table 3 about here

Standard sequences: Chains of arithmetic. How would you predict a cal-

culator would answer,

2 +.3 x 7 =

How about the pi.'oblem,

2 x 3 + 7 =

Our subjects varied with respect to how they evaluated a chain of arithmetic.

The vast majority of subjects executed the operations in order from left to

right, yielding answers of 35 and 13 respectively for the aboveproblems.

Some subjects tended to opt for multiplication being carried out before addl.-
..

tion, yielding answers of 13 and 13 rek3ective1y. Some subjects tended to opt

for addition being carried out belore multiplication, yielding.35 and 20

respectively. Some subjects opted for carrying out the second operation first,

yielding 23 and 20 respectively. Finally, some subjects simply ignored all but
$ ,

;the last cakeputation, yielding 21 and 10 respectively. Table 4 summarizes the
*

major strategies for evaluating a chain, based on an analysis of each subject s

performance on several problems. As can be seen, most subjects opted for left-

to-right evaluation of a chain, although a substantial minority of experts
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-Assumed multiplications were carri.ed out before addition. This procedure is

characteristic of some-sophisticated calculatorS and computer cc.amands.

Thst Table 4 about here

Non-standard sequences& Equals'after operator. The foregoing two sec-

tipns demonstrated thatlithere are considerable differences among subjects'

interpretations of calcdlator opefations even for standard sequences of key

strokes. A .standard sequence is defined as one that begins with a number and

in which an operator (like* or x) or equals (=Ymay onl)r follow a number. In

the present section we explore subjects' conceptions of how the calculator

responds to non-standard sequences of key strokes. A non-standard sequence

violates the above "grammatical rule of arithmetic" by having two or more

operators (I- or x) and/or equal sign (=) in sequence. Users' predictiOns

concerning non-standard sequences are useful because they allow us to'diagnose

users'*conceptions of the internal operation of the calculator.

For example, consider the sequence,

7 +

or, consider the sequence,

7 X -7

How do subjects interpret the calculator's.operation's? Some subjects assume

that a non-standard sequence results in the display being reset; for example,
No

if resetting th e display means setting it to iero then subjects'give 0 as the

answer to Ehe above problems. Another version of the reset sttategy isto

assume that the calculator will bhow an E in the.display, or the; it will flash

on and off. A second group of subjects act as if the calculator simply ignores

the non-standard sequence; in this case, the calculator display has 7 in it for
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each of the above sequences. Finally, a third major group acts as if a number

0
has been inserted between the operator 6nd the display; e.g., they treat 7 + =

at 7 + 7 = and give an answer of 14, or they treat 7 x = as 7 x 7 = and give an

answer of 49. We call,these subjects "incrementing display" subjects becauSe

they act as if the number in the display is added to the number in the internal

register. There are several variations on the incrementing display strategy;
A

for example", 2 + 3 + = can xesult in 10 or in 8 depending on the subject's
3 4

conception of when evaluation occurs.'

Table 5 summarizes these three major 'conceptions of what happens when equals

follows an operation; as can be seen, the strategY of ignoring-the non-standard

sequence is the most common but experts are far morelikely to opt for the

incrementing display conceptuelization. The incrementing procedure is a

feaEure of some more sophisticated calculators and reflects a more sophisti-
,

cated understanding of internal registers.
V

Insert,Table 5 about here

Non-standard sequences: Two consecutive operators. Another non-standard

sequence is to have two consecutive operators, such as,

2 + +'-=. ----..

,
2 x x =

The sate strategies wer obtained as in the previous section. One subject

,thought the 'display would be reset, e.g., the answers would be &for each

problem. Soma subjects ignored the non-standard sequence; thus the display

would say 2 for each problem. .For example, 2 + + was treated-as if it was 2 +

and, hence, 2 would be displayed. Finally, some subjects used an incrementing

Wategyi g.g., 2 = could be interpreted as 2 + 2 + 2 = thus yielding an
. .

6 ti
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answer of 6, and 2 x x = could be interketed as 2 x 2 X 2 = yielding an angwer

'56

of 8, A variatiOn of this strategy is to treat 2 + + = as

2 4- 2 = 4 and 4 + 4 = 8 yielding an answer of 8; similarly 2 x x = is treated

as 2 x 2 = 4 and 4 x 4 = 16 yielding an answer of 16. These dijarences`may be

n
formalized in terms of how the internal registers are evaluated and used (see

Mayer & Bayman, 8). Table '6 summarizes these strategies, and shows that most
-

subjeCts opted for ignoring the non-standard sequence; but experts were far

more likely to conceiye of incrementing operations. Since incrementing is a

feature of more sophisticated operating systems, this difference between ex-.

'perts and novices'is sensible.

Similar results, were obtained foc sequences such as.,

2 x + 3

ce.

2 + x 3 =

-

Most subjects ignored the first operator, yielding answers of 5 and 6 respec-
_

'tively. Some subjects reset the display, often yielding an answer of 0 for

each problem. .Sonie subjects used the incrementing strategy, e.g., with answers

of 7 and 12, respectively. There was also a subject who ignored the second

operator, yielding answers of 6 and 5, lespectively; and there was a subject

who preferred multiplication to addition, yielding answers of 6 to both prob-
.

lems. The proportions of ignore, reset, and increment conceptions for novices

and experts were quite simifar to those shown in Table 6.

InSert Table 6 about here

Non-standard sequences: Operator after equals. Suppose the following key

strokes were entered,
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Subjects who use the ignore conception of non/tandard sequences act as if this

sequence is 2 x, thus the answer is 2. Subjects who use the reset strategy

give 0-as an answer. Subjects who use an increment strategy, give answers like

8, 16 or 4 depending on the particular kind of incrementing system and the

subject's conception of when an expression is evaluated. Table 7 symmarizes

these three strategies and-shows that while most subjects rely on the'ignore

conception, a substantial, minority of experts rely on increment strategies and

a'substantial minority of novices rely on a reset strategy.

Insert TalAW7 about here

Production systeas. One goal of the study was to formally describe the

intuitions of each subject as a list of 13 productions, i.e., 13 condition-

actiOn 'pairs.
4

The left side of Table 8 'Or 9) lists the 13 conditions that

were present in the 88 probleuth we asked subjects to solve. For example, #

after + means "pressing a number keY after pressing an eijuals key" such as the

last two keystrokes in the sequence 2 + 3. The preceding sections'have summar-
'

ized the different possible actiOns in general terms. Thesright side of Table -

C?

8 (or 9) gives the actions that may be associated with each condition. Actions

-are indicated as changes in the display (represented es.D) or in the register

(represented as R).

Table 8 represents one of our novices. 6
The subject evaluates only when an

-equals key is pressed (as indicated by P7), but does not evaluate an exRFession

when a number key is pressed (as in P2 and P10) nor when an operation key is

pressed (as in P4 and PU) ? The subject evaluates an arithmetin chain in

.

order from left-to-right; thus, for each action involving eval the procedure

6 )
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is left-to-right. The subject ignores all non-standard sequences (as indicated

in P5, P6, P8, P12, P13, P14, P15, P16). For example, on the problem,

2 + 3 4- 7 =

the subject begins by setting D = 2, R = 2. Then for the + key, P4 gays that

D =,2, ancIR = 2 +. tor bhe't key, P2 says that D'=.3 and 4 = 2 + 3. For +:

P4 says D = 3, R = 2 + 3 +. For 7, P2 says that D = 7 and R = 2 + 3 + 7.

Finally, when = is pressed, P7 says D = 12 and R = 12. As another example,

consider the problem

First, D =-7 and-R = 7.- Then when the fiist + is pressed, P4 results in D = 7
. .

.

and R = 7 +. pen, when the second + is pressed P5 results in nb change so D

= 7 and R = 7 +. Finally, when = is pressed, P8 results in evaluation of 7 +

which is 7; thus D = 7 and R = 7.

Table 9 represents one of our experts. The subject evaluates when an

operation or an equals key is pressed (as in P4 and P11) rather than waiting

for an equal key to be pressed (as in P7), but does'hot evaluate for pressing a

number key (as in PX and P10). The subject evaluates an arithmetic chain

by performing mUltiplication befdre addition; thug for each'action involving

eval the procedure is multip.l.y before add. The subject 'uses an incrementing

procedure for most non-standard sequences (as indicated in P5, P6, P8, P12,

P13, P14, P15, P16). For example', on the problem

' 2 + 3 + 7 =

,the subject begins by.setting D = 2 and R = 2. Then for the + key, P4 says

that D = 2 and,R = 2+. After 3 is pressed, P2 says D = 3, R = 2 + 3. After +

is pressli, P4 says that D =-,5 and R = 5 +. For 7, P2 yields D = 7,

R = 5 + 7. Finally, when,= is pressed P7 yields D = 12, R = 12. As another
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example consider the problem,

7 + + =

First, we begin with D = 7 and R = 7. For the first 4-, P4 results in D = 7 and

R = 7 For the second +, the number in the disTlay (7) is added to the value

in the register (7) to yield a value of 14 so D = 14 and R = 7. For the

equals, the number in the display (14) is added to the number in the register

(7). to yield 14 so D = 21 and R = 7.

Insert Tables 81c 9 about here

General Summary and Recommendations

the results.show.that even though pepple are afte to use their calcUlators

to solve arithmetit problems, there are important individual differences in

people's understanding of calculater language. Ilibthis paper, we have summar-

ized differences in people's conception of when to evaluate an expression

(immediately when a number key is pressed, when an operation key is pressed, or

when an equals key is pressed), how to evaluate an arithmetic chain (left-to-

right, multiplication-before-addition, etc.), how to evaluate non-standard,

sequences (ignore, reset, and increment).

In addition, there was a tendency for experts to differ from novices in

the following ways. (1) Experts were more consistent than novices. (2) Experts

tended to evaluate expressiOns when an operator key was pressed more than

novices. (3) Experts tended to evaluate ultiplication-before-addition in a

chain more than novices. (4) Experts tended to increment the display for non-

standard sequepces more than novices. rhus, the present paper_provides some

evidence that it is possible to decribe user's conception of how calculator

language works; in fact, idanother paper [8] we provide production model

representations for each subject. The fact thatjeople have different
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conceptions of calculator operation, and that experts tend to develop more

sophisticated ideas than novices, have implicaticns for the design of cal-

culator operating systems and instruction.

In a sense, this pai;er has been a plea for the use of "Cognitive ob-
,

jectives" as well as "behavioral objectives" in users'.1earning of calculator

languages. We need to be able to specify what we want the user to know about

how the language works, as well as what we want the, uses to be Able to do. The

transaction apProach provides a technique.for describing the knowledge that a

user currently possesses, and the knowledge that we would like the user to

.acquire. One implication of this approagh that warrants further study is that

explicit training in the objects, locationt, and operations (perhaps uging a

I . --,
e

concrete model of the calculator) will enhance development of oils cognitive

objectives. The data presented in this paper are preliminary, but they provide

clear evidence that people's knowledge can be debcribed (based on simple

predidiion tests) and there are large individual.differences among users in

what they "know" about calculator language.

The following recommendatiOns are based on the idea that.there should be

as close a matc as

lator should

Each reco

possible between the uaer's conception of how the calcU-
00..

perate and the actual operating system of the calculator.

endation.shOuld 12e viewed as a tentative hypothesis that is

subject to much future research, rather than a fact that has been es-

tablished through existing research.

(1) Choose a calculator that corresponds to the intuitions of the user.

The most obvious recommendation is to choose a calculator that
0

tha. t the user thinks a calculator should work, match the

of the machine to the intuitions of the,uter. In our study of

works the way

Characteristics

33 novice and 33

, experts, we found that Texas Instruments calculators gave answers that Fere
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most csistent with answers given by our subjects. However, there were dis-'.

agreement between our'subjects' answers and TI's answerb on about 20% of the

piobIems for both experts and novices. Rockwell and Sharp gave even poorer

matches to our subjectsI,performance on the problems 1.fe used [See 8]. Far

more study is required using more problems, different types of calculators,

and more subjects, before any definitive conclusions can De made concerning

which calculators have the most intuitive operating system. Thus, it is

beyond the scope of this paper to provide endorsements for specific calculators.

However, the present study suggests that we cannqt rely on choosing an "intuitive"

calculator as the solution to all our problems, because even the best fitting

calculator (i.e.., in this case, TI) is considerably different in peifoimanc

from what,our subjects expect. Thus, there is need for instruction that helps,

produce user conceptions that are more consistent with the way calculators

work.

(2) Instruct users in the concepts underlying calculator language: In

particular, users should be able to relate each botton push to a.series

transactions, i.e., to a description of events taking race in the display-and

registers. The transaction approach advocated earlier [6] for BASIC appears

to apply equally well to calculator language. The locations'should be made

explicit and visible to the learner, perhaps by providing an erasable "score-

board" for the display and internal registers. 'For each press, the learner

should be able to alter the contents of the internal registers and display in

accordance with the actual transactions.

3. Provide diagnostic tests and remediation-based on the user's'under-

lying concepts. The present study has shOwn that P.:though two users may be

equally proficient at using their calculators to solve standard arithmetic

son
_
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problem s,. they may differ greatly in their conception of the calculator's oper-

ating system. Thus, a purely performance-based test of calculator skill does
..

not tell a teacher what the user "knows". Instead, diagnostic tests,shpuld be'
4-

carried out at.the transaction level, e.g., asking the user to state what,op.er-

ations are applied to what objects at which locations in the xalculator for

e'ach key press. Then, remediation can be provided at the transaction level.

For eScample, if a user indicates that ihe register iiiicleared to zerci for any
-

non-standard sequence, this can be corrected by showing exactly what happens at

a transaction level. Again, a concrete model (such as erasable display and

registers seoreboard) could be used.

4. Challenge

ubers havp mastered

users to develop procedures for complex problems. Once

the basic's or calculator language, and haVe _developed

appropriate conceptions of the underlying transactions, students, should be

encouraged to transfer their knowledge to more challenging problems. For ex-

ample, a student who understands the.transactions involved in "incrementing

display" could be asked to figure a way to multiply a series of numbers, 'each
-

-

by the same constant. Or, the user.could be given a problem that involves a

geometric progression, etc; Many exercise books are available [10, 14), but

few provide any training,on the principles underlying successful performance on.

creative problems.

5. Build on calculator'lanpage as a means to teach other languages such

as BASIC. Students have intuitions about how calculatorp work. This study has

shown that the intuitions of any individual user are fairly consistent. A.

teacher can build on these intuitions, and use them for transfer to programmable

'calculators, to BASIC and other languages.
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6. Use the calculator as a starting point for the development of cdmputer

teiiteracy. -Through interactions with calculators the user may develop either 4

0,

black box or a glass box approach to computers. It is important to start early

in helpini children '(and adults) see,that calculators can be understood, for
6

Such an,attitude is likely to transfer to other human/machine interactions.

Mastery of the concepts undvlyol.ng calculators is just a first step cloth' tha

road to computer literacy.

6

r
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Footnotes

.This work was supported by'grant NIE-?G-80-01.18 from the National Inspitute

of Education, Program in.TeacHing and Learning. Requests for reprints should

be sent tot, Richard E. Mayer, Department of Psychology, University o4 California,

Santa:Barbara, CA %93106v.

1. We use the term "operating system" in the most general sense to

refer to a program that.establishes,the mode of user-machine interaction and

provides for,efficient control 9f system components. Thus, in ihe present

fl

article, the terms "control program" or 14ustruaion set".could b substituted

for "operating.system". The way we-use the term in this article does not fit

the strict definitiOn of "operatini systee, i.e. a system for mediating abong

the demands of mUltiple users in a time sharing system.

,

2. The main difference between experts and novices is that all of the

:experts had formal instruction in computer programming and had pothe introduction

;
.

to operating systems while note of the tovices did. As might be expected,

0 4

there were other demographic differences between the gioups: experts were

eider, t(60) = 2.66, p.<011 and experts scored higher in SAT-Mathematics, t

= 4.67, .001. THus; while the main comparison -was,between "liberal
A

arts" students whb had no formal programtrang experience and "engineering"

students who had formal training in programming, any comparisons between the
0

I.

twa groups must be made in light'of other group differences such as age and
7-

C0

5AT scores. Individual apalysis of the performance of_novices who scored

high in SAT revealed that they did not perform any more like the experts as

compared to the novices who scored low in SAT.

3. The categorization of subjects as indicated in Tables 3 through 7,

Was based on an analysis of all the problems (i.e, 88 responses) rather than

0

4
014.
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just the few examples given in the text of this report. Subjects were classified

using a forced choice procedure, 'so that_each subject was placed into the

category that was most consistent with data that he or she provided us with.

Chi square tests were conducted on the data in each of the Tables 3 through 7,

using a 2 x 2 contingency table and Yates corractive. the expected frequencies

were based ed the overall mean for each category, and tested the null hypothesis

that there was no difference between experts and novices in the pattern of

category frequencies.

4. For example, the most freiuently owned calculators were Texas Instruments,

,Rockwell, and Sharp. The answers given by each of these calculators for each of

the 88 problems was compared to the answers given by each subject. Difference

scores were computed by counting the number of times that the subject gave an

answer,that was different from a given brand. For novices who owned TI

calculators the difference score was the lowest for TI (8.0) and the highest

for the Rockwell (20.0), Sharp (14.1) models being in between. However,

for students who owned calculators other than TIs the same pattern was

obtained with the lowest difference score for TI (9:8) and higher scores

for Rockwell (21.6) and Sharp (15.8). A similar patternS4s obtained

among experts: for TI owners and non-owners their predictions most

closely corresponded to the performance of a TI calculator rather than
f,

other'brands. Analyses of variance indicated no differences between TI-

owners and owners of other brands.

5. There are 13q rather than 16, productions because prOductions

Pl, P3, and P9 were never incorporated to the 88 test problems.

-6. Tables 8 and 9 describe production systemsfor actual individual

subject rather than composite.

fl
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Name Command

Table 1

Sixteen Elementary Calculator Comnands

Example Description

F1

P2

# after #

# after +

2 3.

+ 3

Pressing a nmmber key after pressing a number key.

'Pressing a number key after pressing a plus key.

P3 # after =
a

= 3 Pressing r aumber key after pressing an equals key.

P4 after # 2 + Pressing a plus key after pressing a number key.

P5 + after + + Pressing a Plus key after pressing a plus key.
.

P6 + after = = .1. Pressing a plus key after pressing an equals key.

P7 = after # 3 = Pressing an equals key after pressing a number key.

P8 = after 4:
4

+ = Pressing an equals key after pressing a plus key.

P9 = after = = = Pressing an equals key after pressing .an equals key.

\ .

.

P10 # after x x 3 Pre'ssing a number key after pressing a times key.

Pll x after # 2 *x Pressing a times key after pressing a number key.

P12 = after x x = Pressing an equals key after pressing a times key.

P13 x after = = x Pressing a times key after.pressing an equals key.

P14 x after x x x
,

Pressing a times key after pressing,a times key.

P15 + after x x Pressing a plus key after pressing a times key.

P16 x atter + + x Pressing a times key after pressing a plus key.
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Transaction

D = D

D = 3

Location

display

display

display

keyboard

=liable 2

Some Possible.Transactions in Computer Language

Object Operation

number no change

Description

No change in the display.

number

number

number

display. number

find

destroy

find

create

Find the old number in the display.
0

Erase it.

Find the number that has been entered.in the keyboard.

Put new number in display.

*display

display

register

- display

number

.number

number

numberr

find

destroy

find

create

Find the old number in the display.

Erase it.

Find the number currently in the register (but do
not destroy it).

Copy the number from the regilter into the display.
/

- = eval (R) display

display

register

register

display

number

number

find

destroy

expression find

expression evaluate

number create

/
Find the old number in the display.

Erase it.

Fina the expression in the

1
Evaluate the expressioirAn

Put the evaluated value of

register.

the register

the register

(but do noi
destroy it).

in the display.

7,1 75



Transaction Location

D = eval (D + R) display

register

*Tables2 (Continued)

Some Possible Transactions in Computer Language

Obiect

number

number

Operation

find

find

register expression evaluate

display number create

Description

Find the number currently in the display

Find the numiier curreitly iniCe register (butAo not
alter it).

Evaluate the value of the display plus the f3iiste1..

Put the new sum in the display.
f.

R = R register expression no change No change in the re6ister.

R ="ii

- register.

register

keyboard

register

expression find

exprir6lon destroy

number find

number

R ="R register

register

create

Find the old expression in'the register;

Erase the old expression frard the register.

Find the number that has be'an entered in the keyboard.

Put the new number from the keyboard in the register..

expression find

operator create

Retain the existing expretsion that is in the register.

Place a plus sign to the right of the.expression in
the register.

R "R + register expression find

keyboard number

register number

z

Retain the existing expression that is it the register.

'find Find the number that has just been entered in the
keyboard.

create Place the number to the right of the expression in
, in tht-register.



Table 2 (Continued)

Some Possible Transactions in Computer Language

Transaction Location Object Operation Description

R = eval (R) register expression fi5d Find the current expression or number in the register.

register expression evaluate Evaluate that expression or number.

register expressidn destroy. Erase the expression from the register.

register number create Replace it with the evaluation of the old number or
expression.

R = eval (D + R) display number find Find the number currently°in the display.

register number find Find the number currently in the register.-

registe4P' expression evaluate Add them together.

register number create Replace it with the sum.

R = eval (U+ R) register number find Find the'number in the register.

registei exPression evaluate Add the number to itself.

register number destroy , Erase the old number from the register.

register number create Replace it with the new sum.

R = 0 register expression find //Find the existing numer or expression in the register.

//
.

register expression destroy / Erase that expression or number.
."'

' register number cre4e/' Replace it with zero.



Table 3
_

three Major 'Conceptions of When to Evaluate An Expression

Conception

ExaMple.. Pro ortion of Sub'ects

Problem Answer Novices Experts,

Evaluate as soon as a number key is pressed

I
Evaluate as soon as an operation key is pressed-

. .,

,

'Il

:.

Evaluate as soon as an equals key is pressed.

'

'2 + 3

2 + 3 +

2 + 3 =

2 + 3

2 + 3 4.

2 + 3 =

2 + 3 .

2 + 3 +
-

.2 + 3 =

5

5

5

3

5

5

3

3

sil

.39'

.39

.06

'------,

al I

l

.73,

.21

Note. - For 2 x 2 contingency tabre, x2 = 7.44, df = 1, p < .01.

1

1

a

,

,

II.

o

81

1



Table 4.

Five Conceptions of HoW to Evaluate an Arithmetic Chain

Conception

Example of Subjects

Problem Answer

.PropOrtion

Novicea" Experts

Evaluate in order from left to right. 2+3x7= 35 .88 .70

2x3+7. 1

Evaluate backwards froth right to left. 2+3x7= 23 .03 .00

2X3+7= 20

Evaluate only the iast computation. 2+3x7= 21 . .03 .00

2x3+7= 10

Evaluate multiplication before addiiton. 2+3x7= 23 .03 .30

e

?x3+7.. 13

Evaluate addition before multiplication. 2+3x7= 35 .03 .00

2x3+7= 20

- For..2'x 2 contingency table, x2 = 6.98, df = 1, p < .01.

8 3
4



Table 5 ?

Three Major Conceptions of How to Evaluate Xqtals After Operator

Conception

Example: Proportion of Subjects

Problem Answer Novices Experts

Ignore the non-standard sequence. 74-= 7 .82 .76

7x= 7

Reset the display. 74-= 0 -.09 .06

7x= 0
1'6

Increment the display. 71-= 14 .09 .18

7x= 49 .

Note. - For 2 x 2 contingency table, 2
X = .52, df = 1, p = n.s.

8.1 85'
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Conception

Ignore "the non-standard sequence.

Table 6
.

Three Major Conceptions of How to Evaluate Two Consecutive Operators

Reset the display.

Example Proportion of 'Subjects

Problem Answer Novices Experts

Increment the display.

2xx=

Note. - For 2 x 2 contingency tab16,-x2 = 1.53, df = 1,p = n.s.

8 t)

2

6 or 8

8 or 16

.85' .73

8 7

'40



Table 7

Three Major Conceptions of How to Evaluate Operation Following Equals

Example Ptoportion of Subjects
"/

Conception Problem Answer Novices Experts

Ignore the non-standaid sequence. 2X=x 2 .85 .82

Reset the display. 2x=x 0 .15 .00

Increment the display. 2x=x 4 or 8 or 16 .00 .18

Note. - For 2 x 2 contingency table, x2 = 4.58, d = 1. p < .05.

r,



Table 8

Production System for Subject N

Production

Number Condition Action Description

P2 If # after + then Set D=4, Set R="R+11" Delayed evaluation and display.
. ,

P4 If + after # then Set D=D, Set R=eval (R)+ Delayed Aisplay and immediately evaluated register.

P5 If + after + then Set D=D, Set R+=R+ No change in display or.register.
..

P6 If + after = then Set D=D, Set R=R+ No change in display, plus added to register.

T''. If = after # then Set D=evq1 (R), Set R=eval (R) Immediate evaluation and display. !--

P8 If = after + then Set D=eval (R), Set R=dval (R) Immediate evaluation and display.

P10 , If # after x . then Set D=#, R = "R*11" Delayed evaluatidfi and display.

Pll If x after # then Set D=D, Set R=eval (R)* Delayed display and immediately evaluated register.

0

P12 If = after x then Set D=eval (R), Set R=eval (R) Immediate evaluation and display.

P13 If x after = then Set D=D, Set R=R* Delayed_evaluation and-display:
_

P14 If x after x then Set D=D, Set R=R* No change in display or registef.

P15 If + afer x then Set D=D, Set R*=Rt Set register sign to add.
1

P16 If x after + then set D=D,. Set 11+=R* Set registek sign to multiply.

;

NOTt.-- Subject evaluates for equals sign only; subject ignores non-standard sequences. Quote marks on the right

side of an equality means that the entire express:on LI held in the register; eval (R) on the right side

of an equals means that a single value is substitutedfor the expression previously in the.register.

4

9ti
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Production

Number Condition

P2 If # after +

P4 If + after #

If + after +

Table 9

Production System for Subject E

Action

then Set D=1, Set R="R+#"

then Set D=eval (R), Set R=eval (A)

then Set D=eval (D+R), Set R=R

A
P6 If.+ after = then Set D=D, Set R=R+

Description

Same as subjact N.

Immediate incrementing display.

Immediate incrementing dispfhy. ,

Same as subject N.

P7 If = after # then Set D=eval (R), Set R=eval (R) Same as subject N.

P8 If = after + then Set D=evh1 (D+R), Set R=dval (D+R) Immediate incrementing display and register.

P10 If Unfter x then Set D=1/., Set R="R*11" Same as Subject N.

/

Pll If x after # then Set D=eval (R), Set R=eval (R)* Immediate evaluation and display.
e

----- P12 If = after x then Set D=eval (D*R), Set R=eval (D*R) Immediate incrementing displaY'and register.

,

.

P13 If x after = then Set D=eval (D*R), Set R=eval (D*R) Immediate incrementing display and register.

P14 If x after x then Set D=eval (D*R), Set R=eval (D*R)* Immediate incrementing display and register.

..
.

P15 If + after x then Set D=D, Set R+=R* Same as subject N.

P16 If x after + then Set D=D, Set R*=R+ Same as subject N.

NOTE.--Subject evaluates for operation or equals sign; subject incrementS. for some non-standard sequences.
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CHAPTER 3

DIAGNOSIS AND ,REMEDIATION OF BUGS IN BASIC

Note

79

The Material in this chnpter was published as the following article:

Mayer, R. E., & Bayman,\P. Users' m conceptions of BASIC computer
,1

programming statements. Communidat s of the' Association for

'Computing Machinery, in press.
,



.Abstract

)80

In the process:Of learning a computer language, beginning programmers Indy

deveiop mental models for the'language. A mental model refers to the user's

conception of-the "invisible" information piocessing ,that occurs inside the

comguter between input, and output. In this study, thirty undergraduates

learned BASIC through a self-paced, mastery manual and simultaneously had

hands-on access to an Apple II computer. After instruction, the students were

tested op their mental models for the execution of each of nine BASIC,.

L
statemehts. The results show that beginning programmers--alehough able to"

perform adequately on mastery tests i- program generationposseased a wide

range of misconceptions cohcerning the statements they had learned. Far

example, the majority of the beginning programmers had either incorrect

7

conceptions for or no conceptions of staj:ements such as INPUT A, READ A4 and

PRINT C. This paper presents a catalogue of beginning programmers'

conceptions of "what goes on inside the computer" far each of nine BASIC

statements. . -

,

,Key Worgs and Phrase: programming, BASIC, novices, man-machine interface.

CR Categories: 1.5, 3.66, 4.2
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I. Introduction

,

The main focus of this papet concerns "what is learned" when 'a beginning

5

user is taught a computer programming language suc1i1,4as BASIC. Tlie outcome of

learnidg can be viewed in two distinct ways: (1) Learning BASIC involves tbe

iequisition of new information and new yules, such ,as when to use quotes in a

PRINT statement oz.hoO'to produce a conditional loop using an IF statement.

(2) Learning BASIC involves the acquisition of a Mental model, such as the

idea of memory spaces for holding' numbers.

-

Ile present study explores the idea that learning of BASIC involves more

than the acquisition of specific facts, rules, and skills. Begiftning .

programmers also develop mental models for the language in the process:of

learning the essentials of BASIC. Moran+) suggest6 that the user develops a

ft conceptual model" of the system as he or she learns to use it. Moian defines

the userts conceptual model as the knowledge that oiganizes how the system.

works. Users' models may not be accurate or useful representations of "what

is going on ibside the computet." Bowever, most instructional effbrt is

directed solely at helping the learne.acquire the new information and

behaviors without giving much guidance to the learner 'for the acquisition of

useful mental models.

Mayer (3) has suggested a framework for describing'the internal

transformations that occur for elementary BASIC statements. In particular,

any BASIC satement can be conceptualized as a list ol transactions. A

transaction is a simple proposition asserting some action performed_on some

object at some lo,cation in the computer. For example, LET D = 0 involves The,

following transactions: Find the number is memory space A. Erase the number
-

in memory space A. Find the number indicated on the right of the equalssign.

Write this number in memory space A. Find the next statemerit in the program..c
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Experts and novices ate likely.to diffet with regiect to their mental

models for programming statements. For example, an expert programpgr may have

developed an accurate conception for a counter set LET, such as the one given

above: However,'the novice Tay lack a coherent mental model or may possess

.

incorrect conceptions for BASIC statements. In a recent study, Mayer & Bayman

(5) found that novice and expert calculator users differed greatly in their

conceptions of "what goes on inside the calculator" for various key presses.

How-much training one needs to acquire a conceptual model (or mental

medel) has not yet.been eXplored in research. A first step in/addressing this
,

17

,

issue is to stud novice users' upderstanding of newly learried programming

statemencs. In this papr, we describe novice users' conception,of nine BASIC

statements, using a transactional analysis.

II. Method

The subjects were 30 college undergraduates who had, no prior experience_

with computers or computer programmingt:\' The subjects took a modified version-

of a se1f7instruct1on, self-paced, maste course called BASIC' in Six Hours .

'(2) that is widely used for teaching BASIC in the Microcomputer Laboratoiy of
7

the University of California, Santa Barbara. The instruction occurred over

,the of three sessions and involved both a programmed manual and

hands-on access to an Apple-II computer. Subjects were requirea to pass

mastery tests over one section before moving on tothe next section of the

manual.

. Following successful completion of the course, the users were given a

procedure specification test. For each of nine statements (from the

instructional course) subjects were asked to write, in plain English, the

steps that the computer would carry out for each statement. Users were

instructed to write each step on a separate line of the test sheet. The
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method also,involved additional teas which are described in a more detailed
,

report of this study (l).:

III. Results

A. , Scoring

Each user's protocol for eacgo4 the gine statements was broken down into

a list oi transactions brtwo scorers, as described in an, earlier paper (3).

Three types of transactions were'observed for each statement:' (1) car

rect transactions--For example, the key correct transaction for ',Br A = B 1

is "store the value of B 'plus 1 in memory space A". ,(2) ,incoMplete

transactions--Foi example, a tther's answer fox LET A = B 1 could include

"store th.: value of B 1 in memory." (3) incorrect transaction--For example,

a user's answer for LET A = B I could include "store the equation A = B 1

in 'memory."

B. Differences among statentents.

In order to make compafisons of users' conceptions among the nine

statbments, each user's verbal protocol for each statement was categorized as

correct, incomplete, empty, or incorrect. \The criteria for classifying

c protocols were: correct---if the user's protocol included the key correct_

transactibin(s) and no incorrect transactions, incompleteif the user produced

incomplete versions of the key transaction(s) and no incorrect transaction,

(\Cand empty--if the 'subject produced no correct or incomplete version of the key

transaction(s) and no incorrect transaetio , and incorrect--if the subject

produced one or more incorrecc transactions. Table I presents a summary of

the percentage of users who produced each type of conception for each of the

nine BASIC statements. Table I presents the nine statements in order of

'diTculty based on proportion cqrrect conceptions.

f
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Insert Table I about here

4
C. Frequency of Misconceptions

For each of the nine statement%', a frequency

,84
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tab4 was generated by

tallying Lhe number of occurrences of each correct, incomplete, and incorrect

transaction in the protocols

transection(s) and the thr

Ki.e., misconceptions) for

the 30 users. Table II lists the key correct

most common incorrect or incomplete transactions

each of the 13j.ne statements

Insert Table II about here

Summary and Recommendations

,

Usera' lack of understanding and misconceptions can be summarized aa

follows:

1. INPUT Statements. Users, have difficulty in conceiving where the
4

to-be-input data comes from (i.e., the keyboard) and how it 'is stored in
"Kr

0 .

memory (i.e., in the indicated memory space). Furthermore, many users fail to

understand ,the nature of executivercontrolT-i.e., that the computer will

1111 wait",for input from the keyboard as cued by the question mark on the screen.
P

A major misconception is that "INPUT A" means that the letter A is iniet and

stored in memory. These users need explicit training goncerning the role of

the input terminal, the wait-run control, and the memory.spaces.

, 2. READ-DATA Statements. Users'have difficulty in conceiving of where

the to-be-read data comes from (i.e., the input queUe or DATA statement) and

how it is stored in pemory (i.A., in a specified memory space). For example,

a major misconception is that "20 DATA 80, 90, 99" means that the numbers are

99

-;
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placed into memory or printed on the°screen; another major misconception is
.'

that "30 ItEA0 A" means to find the value of A and print that value on the

screen. Subjects need explicit training concerning the data stack and memorx

spaces.

3. Conditional and Simple GOTO Statements. Users' majok difficulty with

the GOTO statement is that they do not understand what wiil happen next, after

-program executiOn moves on 'to the'desired 11.1)e.. Also, with the conditional

GOTO, users have difficulty in understanding what to do,if the condition.is

false. Misconceptions include thinking that "60 GOTO 30" means to.find the

number 30 (rather than line 30) and "IF 4 < B GOTO 99" means move to line 99

4

(ithout a, test). Hence, beginners need,training in executive control of the

order of executiod--of statements in a program.

4. LET Statements. Users seem to get confused between solving or

storing an equation (i.e., treating the equal sign as an equality) and making

an assignment. those.who,seem to understand the assignment property in the
. '

statement still have difficultiesain conceiving where to store the assigned

value. For example, alhajor misconception for "LET A = B 1" or "LET D = 0"

is to th±nk that the equation. is stored in memory. Beginning Rrogrammer need

-,
explicit training concerning memory locations and under what Conditions values

stored in those locations get replaced.'

5. PRINT Statements. Users seem to confuse the function of PRINT C and

PRINT "C". Also, users have diffiCulty in conceiving that these slatements

simply display on the screen whht is asked to be printed; users incorrectly
wt.,

assume that the computer keeps a record of what is printed somewhere in

menory. Beginning programmers need explicit training in comparing the types

. 'of PRINT statements.

u

0
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The present study provides evidence that.,"hands-on experierice" is not

sufficient for the productive learning .o:f computer programming by novices.

a Users tend to develop conceptions of' the statements that either fail to

include the main idea or that include outright misconceptions. Explicit

training is needed including the introduction of a concrete model showing the

I

key locations in the computer (e.g., yeemory spaces; input stack, etc.), verbal

and visual descriptions of the key transactions for each statement, and

of the user to role play "what the computer is doing" for

statements and programs. These techniques are reviewed elsewhere (4).
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Table I

Percentage of U;ers with COrtect, Incomplete, Incorrect, and Emp'y
4

Conceptions for the Nine BASIC Statements

k

Statements Correct
-0

INPUT A , 3%

30 READ A 10%

IF A < B GOTO 99 27%

LET A = B 1 27%

20 DATA 80, 90, 99 27%

60 GOTO 30 27%

PRINT C 33%

.LET D = 0 43%

t PRINT "C" 80%

-

V.

Conceptions

Incomgete t Incorrect Empty

30% 30% 37%

27% 17% 47%

.27% 40% 7%

10% 60%.' 4 3%

17% 13% 43%

56% / 10% , 7%

0% 47% 20%

3% 53% 0%

( 13% 7%
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-Table II ,1

Percentage of Users Who Produce0 Key Correct

Transactions for Nine BASIC

4

Transabtion

and Incorrect

Statements

or Incomplete

Percentage of ?
Users

*Print ? on the screen. 7%

* Wait fo'r a nUmber and <CR> to be entered
t

21%

tWrite'the entered number in memo, y space A. 3%

Write A in memory (or a data li t). 30%

Wait for ascertain number or letter. 13%

Prini A on.the screen. 3%

'30:READ A

.*Write next numbei from DATA in memory space A. 10%

Print value of A on the screen. 10%

Writp letter A in memory. 3%

Wait for number to be entered from keyboard 3%

IF A <-13. GOTO 99

*If the value of A is less than B, then move
to line 99 in the program...

63%

*If the value of A is more than or equal to B, then
' move on to the next statement in the program.

33%

Move to line 0 (withoust test). 10%

P4nt the number 99 or line 99 on the screen.

Write A or B or A<B or a number int-memory.- ,10%

z



TABLE II (contihued)

`Transaction

LET'A = B + 1

tA

4

*Write the obtained value in memory space A.

A

Write the equation in memory.
,

Write B + 1 in memory space A.

Print A=B+l or A or the value of A owthe screen.

20 DATA 80, 90, 99

-*Put numbers in input/queue.

Put nuMbers in Memory..

Print numbers on screen.

Put numliers in memory space A..

90 -

Percentage pf
Users .

30%

43%

33%

L.

60 GOTO 30

*MoVe to line 30 in the program. 67%

37%

10%

N
Move to line 30 if A does not,equal e:Certain value. 7%.

*Continue from there.

Find the number 30.

Ma

Pririt iine 30 on screen. 3%"

PRINT C

*Print number (or'O) on screen.
4.

Print the letter C on thelcreen.

- Write the letter.0 in memory.

Pr-int either "error" or nothing on the 'screen.

40%

33.%

7%

7%

e"

nz)
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TABLE II (continued)

Transaction

LET D = 0

*Write zero in memory spac.p.

Write the equation in memory..

Write,D or 0 in mataory.

Print the equaipn on tho
. ',

PRINi "c"

gcreau.
s.

. -

*Print the letter c on the scfeeli.'
,

Write the letter C in memory.

Print the value of C on the'sdreen.

Find the number in memory spoce CA,

hote.--Asteriskv(*) iddicates key correct transaction for each tatement.

r
1

1 Percentages of
Ugers

- 7%

7%

Theithree most.commo.o incorrect or incomplete transactions are.also

listed for each-staXement,
0 :

-r
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